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Introduction
By the Commanding Officer Lieutenant Commander J C E Lloyd RN
Caprice – from Capriccio – “to frisk or skip like a goat”.
She emerged from Yarrow’s shipbuilding yard on 5th April 1944, one of the 36 War Emergency class. HMS,
her lean hull built with firmly riveted pre-war plating, designed with speed and punch and known in the idiom
as a “Greyhound of the Ocean”, was every inch a Destroyer. Today she still remains distinctive as such, and
proudly carries herself as the last of her kind. Our story within is the final chapter of her 29 years of service.
Caprice was brought from reserve in Gibraltar in early 1971, and commissioned in March as the Training
Ship for Marine Engineer Officers, to be based at Plymouth. With robust, if ancient machinery, and two
boiler rooms she was well suited to the job, and for 18 months, training “plumbers” (and many others) has been
our task.
Once round the Eddystone and home for tea was often the limit of our daily training voyage. But, lest any think
us idle, let me show the diversity of local events at sea involving Caprice. For example we have had to hunt
for poaches, salvage a coaster, arrest a fishing vessel, play “baddie” in exercises and act as guard ship for the
start of the Single handed race. We have been honoured to escort Her Majesty the Queen to Dartmouth, and
our travels have ranged from Lisbon to London and Birkenhead to Brest. In the last six months we have taken
on Fleet duties, navigational training, submarine target, and rescue destroyer for Ark Royal. Caprice’s battle
honour is “Arctic 1944”, so it is perhaps ironic that this final commission should conclude with a wintry
fishery patrol off Iceland. But it has shown that she can still run strongly with the pack.
Sometimes in our days out from Devonport Caprice has felt like a Noah’s Ark. During two years a legion of
trainees and visitors have embarked for the day, 1800 in total (and 500 of these stayed for 5 days or more). For
many it was their first day at sea, a novelty for some, a day of nostalgia. Our country is essentially a maritime
one, thus it is my hope that a bit of salt may have rubbed off on more than a few. But this certainly wasn’t the
case with one schoolboy as his letter indicates:
“…thank the Chief and everybody for being so kind. I hear that the dinner was lovely but I never had any
because I didn’t feel like any. I was going to join the Navy but I’ve changed my mind now.”
And now most important of all, the people of Caprice. A few old hands have been with her since Gibraltar days
(one claims to have invented the CA Class), many of you for two years, some for only a few months. But each
has made his contribution to the whole, in the various and myriad tasks needed to keep an old destroyer at sea,
on the job, and in working order. Some of the tribute to this achievement is shown in what I have written.
For me it has been a memorable and happy commission. During two years I could not have been better
supported and I thank you all. I wish you and your families good fortune ahead, and I hope we may meet again
and recall our time as Destroyermen.
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Destroyers
By Sub Lieutenant H M Buckley RN
Born as a counter to the first Torpedo Boats, of the late 1870s, in a few short years they grew to be the
legendary “Destroyers” of the oceans, feared by navies throughout the world and copied with envy by every
ship designer in existence at the time. Throughout two World Wars of continual development, the destroyers
instilled an indestructible tradition into their fighting operators: “seek out the enemy and attack”.
The legend of the destroyer started with another class of ship completely in 1877 when the first Torpedo Boat,
fitted with its own submerged tube, was launched. HMS Lightning, as she was named, was 75 feet long and
could reach speeds of 18½ knots, which so impressed the Admiralty that within 10 years there were 18 boats in
the class and the problem arose of a vessel to counter such a threat.
So it was, that the first destroyer was laid down, and in 1890 HMS Havoc appeared, carrying four guns, having
a length of 185 feet and able to steam at the remarkable speed of 27 knots. These remarkable speeds, however,
were made as nought in 1897 when, during Queen Victoria’s Jubilee Review, a Mr Charles Parsons showed the
Admiralty the way by weaving his way in and out of the fleets of the world in a steam turbine driven craft at the
incredible speed of 40 knots. An unbelievable feat of both speed and advertising. This new found unleashed
power, developed under Admiral “Jackie” Fisher, until at the beginning of World War I, the nation was a proud
possessor of no less than 76 destroyers. The new destroyer was a combination by this time of both the Torpedo
Boat and the Torpedo Boat Destroyer. Surprisingly, apart from the actions involving individual ships, it was not
until Jutland in 1916 that the destroyers performed their true role with the fleet. The engagement occurred
during the night, as Von Scheer’s two battle fleets broke off the action and fought their way into the Baltic.
During the action the destroyers claimed a battleship, two cruisers and two enemy destroyers and lost eight craft
themselves.
Shortly after this traditional sea fight the role of the destroyer changed dramatically with the advent of the
convoy and the necessity of escorts against heavy U-boat activity. It was only the courage, skill and endurance
of the escorts that eventually crushed the submarine menace.
The period between the wars enabled the destroyer to reach maturity, with the noted ‘V’ and ‘W’ class
destroyers still forming the backbone of the flotillas but with the added strength of a second generation of ‘A’,
‘L’ and Tribal classes. The repeat of the famous ‘Tribals’ ensured that the ships’ names that were honoured
during the First World War remained in the minds of all during the Second. It was a Tribal (HMS Cossack,
3200 tons) that made the headlines early in the war when she intercepted Altmark in a Norwegian Fiord to
release over 300 Merchant Navy prisoners. Many other incidents live on in the memories of these war years, the
heroic self-destruction of HMS Gloworm on facing Admiral Hipper alone and the unwavering courage of the
crew of HMS Hardy in the face of complete annihilation in a Norwegian Fiord, to mention only two.
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Unfortunately, as war progressed, the role of the destroyer began to change and the convoy escort duties were
taken over by the more compact corvettes and frigates. Even as destroyers continued the furious escort duties in
the Atlantic, the death knell was beginning to toll for the tradition that had reigned supreme for 50 years. More
specialised vessels each claimed their own part of the fame that belonged to the destroyer.
Slowly the silhouette that all Navy men know as the snorting Destroyer has faded from the scene, its
supercession gradually reaching completion. Nevertheless, it is only now, 30 years after being laid down that
the last conventional World War II destroyer, HMS Caprice, finally lays down her arms. As the last of the
great ladies sails, flying the paying off pennant, let it be remembered that the tradition will continue in the
hearts of everyone who served in one of the snorting, furious and dynamic Greyhounds of the Seas.
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A Period of Nostalgia
By Sub Lieutenant H M Buckley RN
Acknowledgements to:
Mr Briggs
Mr J C Bricknell
Mr J Chapman
Mr J C Egan
Mr F H Parkinson
To attempt in a single article to trace the memories contained in a ship’s life stretching over 30 glorious years
presents a daunting and formidable task. Certain reminiscences have, however, been excavated from the
archives of Memory Lane by people that have served in our indestructible vessel, to be laid out and hopefully to
take you back to another time, another place in years gone by.
Some came fresh to the war when they joined Caprice in 1943, while others were already, by that time,
hardened veterans of the holocaust. One of these veterans was to be the Gun Layer of ‘B’ Gun throughout the
Russian Convoy escort duties of 1944, a Mr J C Egan:
“I was one of the very few survivors of HMS Grenville in 1940. I then joined the Berkley, which I left in the
same year and which was later sunk at Dieppe. I then joined HMS Ark Royal and was aboard her when she
was sunk in the Mediterranean in late 1941. Quite a reputation to bring with me to Caprice. I just wondered
‘how long!’”
The ship today is a standing example of a change of luck for Mr Egan at that time.
Caprice’s first convoy duty began on August 15th 1944, when she sailed out of Loch Ewe as part if an
experienced convoy, JW 59. In company with HMS Campania and the ‘M’ class destroyers, Meteor, Marne
and Matchless, she was bound for Polyarnye in the Kola inlet near Murmansk. During this first trip, two enemy
aircraft were shot down and one U-boat sunk, while the only loss suffered was that of the sloop Kite. The other
memorable convoy of 1944 was JW 62, which sailed on November 29th, again bound for Polyarnye. In the
company with Cassandra, Caesar, Cambrian, Cavendish and Cavalier it was a convoy that is well
remembered by all onboard at the time because of an incident that occurred on the return trip.
“At the end of ’44 we left Polyarnye on the return to the UK with JW 62. Cassandra had embarked aboard her
about 50 ratings which she was to take back to UK. Just off the Russian coast, it was very dark, when a terrific
explosion shook us. Our skipper (Lt Cdr McKendrick) headed straight for the explosion, and imagine our
feelings when we saw it was Cassandra with the bows and for’d messdeck missing right up to ‘B’ gun deck,
the passengers and quite a few of her ship’s company blown to pieces in a matter of seconds. We stood by her
whilst a doctor and sick berth ‘Tiffys’ got aboard to attend to the wounded and dying. I never saw her again, but
I believe they put a temporary bow on her and she returned safely to UK”.
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Caprice sailed for the Far East on August 4th 1945 (having been in dock for a short period to have the port
screw changed after grounding in Portsmouth dockyard) and after other dockings in Gibraltar and Alexandria,
arrive to join her station at Trincomalee in mid-September. There was no rest there, however, and the ship
arrived in Singapore in time to attend the Japanese surrender celebrations in November, a surrender
remembered by Mr J Chapman serving at the time:
“The Japanese Officer in command made one request: that
as his sword was over 600 years old and had engraved upon
it the names of all his ancestors who had owned it, it should
go to the American interpreter, of Japanese origin, so that
the sword could still be retained in a Japanese family.”
“Most of the time was spent in and around Indonesia, where
there was a peculiar kind of war still going on, but
Christmas and New Year 1945 were spent in Calcutta,
where each watch were given a few days’ rest at a camp on
the race course there.
Whilst I was serving out the rum one day, bending over the
rum barrel, a rather effeminate voice behind me asked for
number 3 mess. I looked up to see an absolute stranger with
plucked eyebrows and mascara wandering about searching
for a Leading Seaman. What a war! We also had a grand
concert party at which our singing PO Telegraphist was the
star attraction.”

Even the war stopped for Christmas, but the relaxation was short-lived and February 1946 found Caprice
bombarding shore targets at Semarang, Java, where rebel Javanese were attacking Indian Regiments based
ashore.
These years seem far away now, and Caprice has seen many memorable incidents and commissions between
then and the present day. No amount of research could hope to account for even a small percentage of the
memories carried of her by each particular individual who served aboard. These few quotations from the war
years are but a minute portion at the beginning of an endless and incomplete book. However, the spirit of those
lost years remains with her to the end, and the men who have served in Caprice at any time throughout the
years of her glory have reason to be grateful for the many moments of nostalgia that she has undoubtedly
provided.
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Weapon Electrical Review
By POOEL J E Harris
Everyone seems to think that ‘Greenies’ have an easy time in Caprice. I will be the first to say we do! When all
the machinery is working perfectly: when there are no duff toasters, lights, sockets, fans, fridges, irons, TV sets,
SRE speakers, radar sets, W/T gear, etc, etc. In fact you could say our work is never done. It is a never-ending
cycle of earths, shorts, blown fuses etc, not to mention bearings, brushes on motors, valves in radio equipment.
We have maintenance cards too!
Caprice is an old ship electrically speaking, and being DC also, the maintenance and breakdowns are high
compared with a fairly new AC ship. We plod on regardless, and most of our larger jobs are done in harbour,
and at sea it is a matter of holding on and occasionally improvising to keep things going normally.
We have the dubious honour of being the victim of accidental and, sometimes, thoughtless acts by people who
tend to use equipment in the wrong manner. A nameless person used a vacuum cleaner for pumping water out
of a compartment – result: one burned out motor.
We returned from Iceland Patrol with six earths on separate circuits of the upper deck lighting due to the
insurgence of your friend and mine the pounding seas.
The department is very varied in age and experience, but now even the young ones are becoming old hands at
tackling the many and varied jobs we are called upon to do. After all experience is the best teacher and the ‘Old
Girl’ prefers ‘experienced’ men.
I could quote statistics, which would mean nothing to the average layman, but the more interesting are:
Lamps used
since March 1971

3936 (enough to lamp up the St Budeaux married quarters estate twice) over)

Fuses used

2726 (which meant a whole lot of snags to solve)

Cable used

2 miles (or enough to wire up 700 irons)

Power generated

about 3696kW per day (enough to keep a two bar electric fire going for 5½ years)
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As you may know, electrical equipment is predictable in that electricity obeys certain laws: the members of the
WE department also obey certain laws. Here are some of them:
SHINER’S LAW

A drunken electron carries no steaming lights

HOMERS’ LAW

A busy electron needs no substitute

HARRIS’ LAW

Left and right hand grippe rule

HAGGER’S LAW

Where there are ERs and BRs there are earths

PRINCE’S LAW

I must, I could, but I won’t

TIDY’S LAW

It wasn’t me

FITZGERALD’S LAW

I don’t know what’s going on behind my back, but if it was half the size I would

O’HARA’S LAW

What’s happening? Nobody gives secrets to the Irish.

ROBINSON’S LAW

Always attack a job from the rear

BONNEY’S LAW

A Bone a day keeps the doctor away

HARDY’S LAW

Oil and electrics don’t mix

JEFFREYS’ LAW

If my draft chit floats sink it

KENNARD’S LAW

Anything that spins is a handicap

CLARK’S LAW

It’s all make and mend, and subs

HANCOCK’S LAW

I feel a ‘write’ goat

BONAS’ LAW

Ten years before the mast (before I will climb it)

BEAHAN’S LAW

Now you see me – now you don’t

MARKHAM’S LAW

I’m never fed up with dripping but I prefer jam

CLARICOATS’ LAW

I can crawl through anything but I don’t like trips

SOUTHWELL’S LAW

I’m as nutty as a fruitcake

HARRIS’ LAW

You’re never too old to fall in love

BRIGHAM’S LAW

8 days boozing makes one weak
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ROBINSON’S LAW

They also serve who only sit and wait

SKINNER’S LAW

Jump before you look

HARTLEY’S LAW

Up to his eyes in jam

JACOB’S LAW

Always up and down ladders

HODGES’ LAW

Always carry heavy passenger on back

WILSON’S LAW

No hair grows on a busy head

CHICK’S LAW

Wives make good taxi drivers

BEVAN’S LAW

“What! No hand layers for the Torpoint Ferry?”
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The Main Aim
By Lieutenant Commander N B Thomas RN
Marine Engineer Officers undergo a considerable amount of theoretical training at the start of their careers. At
some stage a period of practical engineering is required to consolidate the theory and bring these officers into
contact with the men and machinery of the Fleet.
During my own training, some years ago, we left the RNEC for the third year of our course and spent that year
in ships of the Fleet obtaining our Engine Room Watchkeeping Certificate. There were a number of large ships
in service and sea training billets were readily available.
With the reduction of the Fleet and the extension of Engineer Officers’ training to include a 3 year course
available billets and also time were decreased.
Various training methods were adopted to overcome this, even dispensing with a sea training phase, but these
were apparently not successful as in 1969 it was decided to bring HMS Manxman, almost from the breaker’s
yard and use her as a training ship for the Royal Naval Engineering College.
She was almost an ideal ship with plenty of accommodation, large machinery spaces and room for class
instruction. However, the ravages of time had had their effect on the machinery and although she carried out
some successful training, it required a tremendous effort to keep her going. A fire and boiler and condenser
problems finally forced her retirement in September 1970.
It was then decided that HMS Caprice, refitting in Gibraltar, should be allocated to fill the gap as sea training
ship until HMS TORQUAY became available in November 1972. The after seamen’s messdeck was converted
to a classroom and second wardroom, the single cabins aft were converted to doubles, just, and after recommissioning and work up the first course was embarked on May 17th 1971, for the 21 week course. This was
the 70 MEAC (Marine Engineering Application Course):
Lieutenants:

Barton
Hamilton
Turner
Searle
Doble
Havill
Dyter
Roe

RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN

Lieutenants
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Harry
Whatmough
Hazeldine
Perkins
Phelps
Roberts
Cramer

RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RNN
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After a few teething troubles the system settled down and the regular routine of Plymouth day running began.
Reports from the Mount Wise married quarters and the Yacht Club of “I saw your ship again today” began to
fall off as it became apparent that Caprice was not going to become another Manxman.
All officers obtained the required qualifications of Boiler Watchkeeping Certificates, Unit Ticket and MEQ
(Marine Engineering Surface Ship Qualification).
With the experience of this course behind us the path for the 71 MESAC was somewhat smoother and it
seemed no time at all before they were off and away. 71 MESAC (Marine Engineering Sandwich Application
Course):
Lieutenants:

Westwood
Senke
Darch
Crawford
Baker
Legg
Soper

RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN

Lieutenants:

Maxwell
Lanacraft
Gahan
Bolton
Russell
Arasu
Foo

RN
RAN
RAN
RAN
RAN
RMN
RMN

Towards the end of this period CMEA(P) Annear, the course instructor, was relieved by FCMEA(P) Folley. My
thanks, and I am sure those of the courses are due to Chief Annear for his steady application and unfailing good
humour in whipping the students over the various hurdles. Mr Folley took over the reins and is now with me in
HMS Torquay starting yet another MESAC.
The 71 MESAC was followed by the submarine engineers. First the Weapon Electrical Specialists, then the
Marine Engineers. They spent 8 weeks each on a Unit Ticket syllabus and all completed the course
successfully. The aim was to give them a basic grounding in steam plant operation before they moved on to the
more complex problem of the nuclear plant.
Overlapping the submarines came the last long course, the 71 MEAC:
Lieutenants:

Dekker
Sessions
Gregory
Mitchell
Pedersen

RNN
RN
RAN
RAN
RAN

They completed in October 1972. Lieutenant Pedersen being subjected to a Fleet Board whilst confined to a
hospital bed with a broken leg.
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Throughout the period of training we had a number of Supplementary List officers who completed a similar 21
week course:
Lieutenants:

Allen
Niell
Wilkes
Bird
Salter
Glover

RN
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN

Covered by a few paragraphs it all sounds relatively simple. In fact effort was required from the whole ship’s
company and my thanks are due to all departments for their willing co-operation.
I feel a special thank you is due to the ME Department who were the front line instructors and had to be a step
ahead of the students at all times to prevent any serious errors. However, it was not just the Engineering
qualifications that were important, it was the re-introduction of these young men to the Service and ship life.
This was a whole ship task carried out with enthusiasm.
On behalf of the ‘Engineers’ thank you.
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The Engine Room
What have we done in the last thirty years?
We have steamed 400,283 miles 6 furlongs 2 chains 1 foot and 5 inches. That is equivalent to going round the
world over 16 times.
In the process we have used sufficient FFO, that (had it been petrol) the Captain could have driven his car to the
moon and back nine times.
At times we have thought we have not had sufficient fresh water, but enough has been made onboard in the last
two years. Apart from that received from other sources, to have filled a 12,000 ton tanker.
If we had retained all the 45 gallon oil drums that the lubricating oil arrived in we should be able to form a
continuous line one and two thirds of a mile long. We have made, and lost, sufficient distilled water to last the
motorist of Plymouth for 2,000 years (no wonder all our evap watchkeepers go grey or bald).
The electrical power generated has been such that we could have provided the power to carry all of the ship’s
company for two years by electric train at 80 mph – and still have had some left over for lighting.
All of this has been done by the fifty fairly healthy men, most of them youngish, who could be active and quite
useful fellows employed elsewhere (some green people think).
They have had to endure, for most of the time a group of white overalled instant stokers/tiffies from a place
called Manadon who often took over with disastrous results – the most outstanding one taking place whilst in
the English Channel on a calm, if slightly misty day. The Officer of the Watch, a most reverend figure, having
taken three successive fixes on the Decca, which put him in the same place, came to the conclusion that we had
stopped. On looking over the side he discovered that we had. Ringing down to the Engine Room to enquire why
he got the following reply: “Don’t bother us now – we’ve got problems of our own down here.”
Our last operational role has placed a great deal of strain on our vintage model. We split a few plates, sprung a
few planks of the cutter and got a few parts of salt too many in our boilers. Despite all of this the grease and
string held us together for our allotted time. Our final words on the saga must surely be those so frequently
voiced by the Chief Tiff:
“MEM Merridith – tiller flat.”
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Hot Fog Jockeys
…on the last of the great treacle burners (FFO to you)
By MEA(P) I. S. Woodhouse
If you can visualise a Morris 10 car of the 1940s still on the road today, then you can see the daily problems of
the Engine Room Department. At the height of day running for Engineer Officers, the old girl could flash up by
herself, eyes shut. Shutting down involved taking the flame out of the boiler and letting it all run down. The
only difficult part was T. G. flashing and many a stoker flogged himself to death over that oil hand pump, and
many engineer officers owe their strong right arm to getting our TGs running.
The life long dread of many a killick stoker without a doubt is evaporator watchkeeping. I was told that there is
nothing much wrong with these evaps, just plain old age. They can be extremely temperamental at the best of
times. Many an LMEM has come to lay down his all in the battle of the evaps. The engine room staff, in one
determined effort, pulled the evaps apart and turned them inside out, shook them all about, and found: nothing!
We put them back together again, and they never gave a hint of trouble since.
The pride and joy of the boiler rooms is the ability to produce jet black smoke. In Guzz, apologies from a red
faced Officer of the Day to the ship alongside after a particularly dirty boiler clean. Thick black smoke came
crawling out of our funnel along the deck and was blown all over the next ship. Several times the Buffer has
been told: “Black smoke? When it’s in the funnel, it’s ours – after the funnel – it’s all yours!”
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Greenie in the Steam
By POOEL S. Hagger
Machinery spaces in ships are very important places. Without them the ship couldn’t move. These places are
mainly concerned with the production and utilisation of steam. A lot of machinery, pumps etc are worked by
this self same steam, unfortunately some machinery is worked by electricity. This is not good.
As every greenie is aware, steam, which is largely water made very hot, and amps and volts do not mix. The
problem is to make the denizens of the black hole aware of this fact. “I’ve sprayed it down with salt water and
hit it with my wheel spanner and it still doesn’t work!” is the usual cry. This is by no means to imply that the
entire engine room staff is stupid, far from it, anyone who understands that myriad array of pipes, valves,
strainers, coolers, pumps and other funny bits, has my undying respect. No, it’s just that it’s different somehow
– whereas a sharp clout with a wheel spanner may do wonders to a tight valve, it does no good at all to a
salinometer that’s reading a bit high!
In my mess I’m known as the ‘digger’, a poor joke to describe the fact that the earth and its pursuit, appears to
be my favourite preoccupation. Earths are not good for electrical equipment, it makes it slow down/go dim
and finally stop/go out, usually with a fairly large bang. Earths are usually caused by grease, oil, dirt, water
getting into the equipment and as machinery spaces are full of oil, grease etc, well, you can work it out for
yourselves. Throw in the fact that all the equipment, fittings etc are put in the most inaccessible places, then
perhaps you can start appreciating the problem. The average civvy greenie would think he was an extra from
‘Orpheus in the Underworld’ if he had to swap jobs.
In conclusion, please don’t think I’m complaining, ERs and BRS greenies are born, not made and if I had
another job, I wouldn’t have anything to complain about.
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Ode to an O D
I have been trying with good intent
To put together a stoker’s lament,
But try as I will, the words just won’t come
It must be due to the watches I’ve done.
Laugh if you must but believe me it’s true,
I keep a damn sight more watches than you.
I may keep a watch down the tiller flat
But never in the passageway on my back.
Four hours for me is the same for you
But unlike you fisheads I’ve work to do.
I check the magazines the 4.5s and the shell
You check the magazines – Playboy I hear tell.
Don’t get me wrong, I must be fair
When it comes to watches we all do our share.
When it’s cold up top and warm down below
I know where I would rather go.
We bring the ship to anchor, we manoeuvre with ease
But you have to brave the high winds and the seas.
So when all is said and done, to you I must be kind:
If there’s anybody to be praised it’s you I had in mind.
One favour I ask, although I know it’s shaky:
Why can’t you scrub the passageway before you pipe Wakey?
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Caprice
I was laid down in ’42 – darken days of old
Amongst the clamour and the din of Yarrows Yard my story has been told.
The experts came to do their bit and lowly I was put together,
Built to last, built to stay in any type of weather.
The Dockies worked by day and night to get me all completed
The words they said I cannot use, so I have been deleted.
But a job they done and they did it will, they built me straight and true
In preparing me for ‘yonks’ at sea and things I had to do.
Thirty-six of my class were built, to replace the ones we lost.
We were War Emergency Destroyers, we’d make them count the cost,
Taking life and sinking ships, thirty-five and me.
We showed and proved to them we were the “Greyhounds” of the sea.
Conventional Destroyers as another name for us, the fastest of our kind
Many a larger ship than us, we left them all behind,
At thirty knots we sped along, with a bit in hand to spare
But we left them standing blowing “Black smoke” in the air.
My first Captain’s name was McKendrick, he handled me with care
And others as they followed him they all done their share
To take me safely through the war with scratches but a few,
I as a ship I thank them and all my stalwart crews.
I hope this book will bring to you memories anew,
Some not so pleasant perhaps but I trust these will be few.
I have outrun the best of them, outlasted them too
But now it’s time for me to bid a very fond adieu
As my time has come to me, as it comes to all of us
And I shall leave the same as I came – without too much fuss.
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My Fair Lady
I cannot for my soul, remember how, when or even precisely where, I first became acquainted with my Lady
Caprice. Long years have since elapsed. The cast of her beauty made its way into my heart by paces so steadily
and stealthily progressive, that it was unnoticed and unknown.
Yet I believe I met her first and most frequently in that fine old city of Plymouth.
Of her family I have know, there were eight sisters of equal charm and grace but the Lady Caprice is the one
that really stole my heart. In beauty and grace no maiden ever equalled her.
At last we were joined, my Lady Caprice and I, and for two short years we sailed the seas of tranquillity in our
togetherness, before at the sweet young age of nine and twenty years she died. She had other lovers too, but of
these I will not speak as I considered them only as servants of my beautiful Lady.
I will try, in vain perhaps, to portray the majesty and grace of this, the fairest of ladies.
Her eyes were large, beautiful, and seemed to be forever searching for new conquests.
Her perfect little ears framing her divine features were forever attentive, listening to all about her.
Her voice was as soft and musical as a stream murmuring in a meadow, though when aroused to anger she
would speak in short sharp staccato bursts.
Fleet of foot was she, the swiftest indeed of any of her contemporaries.
All around the world she was admired and revered by men of many races.
She is gone now, dead, just another entry in the history books. But for me she will live on, in my heart, my
mind and my very soul.
Goodbye my love and Bon Voyage.
A.F.S.
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The Supply & Secretariat
By POSA Woodman
The victualling section (known as the “one per man per day perhaps” section) fed the ship’s company with vast
quantities of provisions. To name but a few, they were: potatoes 126,224 lbs, which in the last few months
could be found growing in passageways, bomb rooms, stores and senior rates’ heads. Bread 15,415 loaves, milk
36,848 pints, baked beans 1861 tins, tomatoes 1608 tins and 2808 lbs of tea.
Our ‘Cooky Boys’ did very well during the commission gaining two certificates in the 1972 Fleet Cookery
Competition. A 3rd place for bakery and a 3rd place for Main Galley Cooking and food presentation. One
outstanding achievement was a three-foot cake of HMS Caprice made specially for Lt Rowe’s wedding.
Next to hit the headlines were Naval Stores, to be known in the future as the Photographic Department; having
demanded enough film to x-ray the ship’s company umpteen dozen times. They did their best to get stores for
equipment, which were extremely outdated. It is denied that fresh water is a Stores item so cannot be blamed
for its shortage.
The smallest section is the Pay Section with only one Scribbler ably assisted by one known as Nabob the
Paybob (when found). Scribes is the most popular of us especially on Pay Days, ciggy coupon days and draft
days – unless of course you miss one of them! He is often found writing the Captain’s letters and sometimes
everyone else’s.
Thence to the Stewards Branch who can be seen running around like “busy little bees” but mainly running to
their pits. Recently one was seen fleeing from a purple-faced Greeny PO after having used a vacuum cleaner to
mop up flood water!
All in all the S & S are an industrious department, also conscientious and can be found any time of the day –
where? – asleep of course!
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Jack was stopped by the Dockyard Copper who found he had a sackful of belly buttons
“Where did you get them?” he asked.
“Navel Stores, of course!”
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Your Welfare Committee
By POOEL J. E. Harris
All Welfare Committee members enjoy doing the same things – spending lots of money and complaining. I
suppose we all feel we have that little bit of ‘lower deck lawyer’ in us that manages to channel our talents into a
Robin Hood existence of getting money from all sorts of sources (mainly rich ones) i.e. Sailors’ Fund,
Captain’s Fund or any other fund that sounds good for a back hander, also the NAAFI empire bestows on us a
few green backs each month, which covers most of the regular outgoings of dire necessity such as TV rentals,
Navy News subscription etc. We then give to the poor by purchasing games for bored sailors, paying the slow
talking smoothest who operate SRE. We also lay out vast amounts for Jack’s annual ritual ‘Ye Pusser’s Hop’
with lots of trimmings so that his wife will think what a wonderful life the Navy is and let him sign on.
We help overworked chefs with their laundry expenses, subsidise poor shipmates in hospital by lashing them up
to 50p a week, which is really to bribe other shipmates to visit them, especially on ‘blank’ weeks.
To be serious though, we have spent a hell of a lot of money and enjoyed doing it. We are probably at our best
when voting for crates of beer to be awarded to winners of quiz competitions, best beard growing competitions
and the like.
We feel we have done a reasonable job against tremendous odds, mainly the loss of our best friends through
voting ‘for’ a motion when we should have voted against it.
Any complaints – don’t see me – I’m off on draft.
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The Nigel Saga
(or MAA – he’s making eyes at me)
February 1973
Sunday 4th

When Nigel goes on Long Weekend
The ‘Master’ has a fit
‘Cos he knows that Monday morning
He won’t see Nigel – just a chit.
When the chit ain’t there on Monday
The Master says “I’ve got him!”
But when it comes on Tuesday
The Master says “God rot ‘im!”
It didn’t come ‘til Tuesday
But it got here just the same
To say that Nige can’t make it,
The poor lad’s gone quite lame.
The Master jumps about in rage
And says things not quite nice
“I’ll get the little basket,
When we get up to the Ice.”
The Master then calms down a bit
And thinks “What have I said?”
“I’ll bet my fav’rite hooky
Will stay at home in bed.”
“If he’s not onboard on Thursday
But still at home in Hull,
I’ll go up there and get him
And join the ship at Mull.”

Monday 5th

Monday morning’s here at last
And I have just been woken
By the sound of sobbing in the mess
From a lad who’s spirit’s broken.
I rub the sleep from out my eyes
To see if I can see’n.
Yes, there he is, but surely not –
Gawd strewth – it’s Nigel Beahan.
I hop out of my hammock
And make myself some coffee
Then Nigel says “If I’d stayed at home
The Joss was going to doff me.”
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Saturday 10th

We called in at Faslane yesterday
For the Skipper’s final briefing,
And all day long the Jossman
Sat in his office beefing.
He was moaning about Nigel
(Our blond haired ball of fire)
And wond’ring how he’d get him
Deeply in the mire.
Then Joss’s dreams came true today
At seven fifty four,
A station card was in the box
‘Cos Nige was still ashore.
The Jossman rubbed his hands with glee
And said “This must be it!
Tell Hancock and Jan Brigham
To go and pack his kit.”
Whilst Hank and Jan were down the mess
Packing Nigel’s gear,
The Joss was writing a Two One Nine *
And you should have seen his lear.
He thought “This time I’ve got him
And I’m going to throw the book.
I’m certain in my mind this time
That he will lose his hook.”
At Quarter to eleven
We were just about to slip,
When Nige ran up the Jetty
And hopped onboard the ship.
When lads had seen his coming
They all let out a cheer
And someone told the Jossman
“Nigel Beahan’s just got here.”
The Jossman didn’t hear at first –
It didn’t quite sink in –
But once it penetrated
The Joss began to grin.
The grin he gave you should’ve seen,
We thought that he’d applaud us.
“Three hours adrift” was all he said,
“With the ship under sailing orders.”
* 8.219 List of Absentees on Sailing
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Monday 12th

The Joss is not too happy,
It’s Nigel’s lucky day –
The Skipper’s fined him fifteen quid
With four days mulcts of pay.
“The two days stoppage of leave don’t count”
Says Nigel with a smile,
“’Cos the ship has left the jetty
And will be absent quite a while.”
I think that’s all there is on Nige,
Except to give a warning:
“Next time you sleep at the Queen’s Hotel –
Put down for a shake in the morning!”
B.O.K.
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RN expedition to Arrocher and Loch Lomond
(or The Caprice Highland Games)
Party Members:
COEL Fitzgerald
OEMN O’Hara
POOEL Harris
POREL Holmes

(Record holder of Cardiff City programmes & Tom Jones LPs)
(Bag Connoisseur)
(Prospective Labour candidate for the tiller flat constituency)
(Shortly to go into hospital to have the cigarette removed from bottom lip)

The four intrepid explorers set off from the ship at the very early hour of 1020. We were armed to the teeth with
bag meals, in fact as one member of the party had chickened out (he would never have made it anyway – built
like a Japanese racing snake) we had seen the caterer off as we had five bag meals for only four strapping
fellows. I suppose really that must be quite an achievement in itself. As is normal, we were all prepared and had
all the essential pieces of equipment with us: map of South Wales, tombola tickets, bandages, plasters, English
to Scots dictionary, brush, toilet roll, compass (no one knew how to use it), Spare Gear chits, torch, beads for
the natives and a bottle of medicinal juice common to the area.
Our clothing had been specially designed by Jacques Pusser and included smart and comfortable blue shirts and
trousers. The boots were specially imported from Boggyland by steamer, with the world-renowned foul weather
clothing. The proposed route was over Glen Fruin to Loch Lomond. However, after about half a mile we
realised with our quick, alert, agile, alcoholic minds that we were going the wrong way. After a gentle
discussion with our navigator, who really was genuinely stupid, we changed the route and set out once more to
the Gareloch Head and thence over to Loch Long. We were all in good spirits and the jokes were coming fast
and furious. That was to be the pattern.
At Gareloch Head we stopped to buy two more bottles, some butterscotch for energy and a couple of local
newspapers. It was here that I met my first native and after a quick burst through the dictionary I, armed with a
string of beads, and said “Och aye, och away the noe, hoots mon, kilts, Glasgow and a bonny night’s morn to
ye”. He answered “Get lost you Scotch twit.” Charming I thought.
Undeterred we plodded on into deepest darkest Scotland. Up and down, in and out, past the dreaded picnic area
above Loch Long, and then down onto the shores of the loch. We must have walked miles by now and so we
decided to have lunch beside a fuelling depot. The water was crystal clear and Ray asked, “Is it fresh or salt
water?”, so the ever obliging Bog-Wog jumped down to taste it. After a cough and a splutter came the answer,
“Ugh, it’s salt!” On opening our bag meals we were amazed. They must have been some of the all time great
ones. Hard-boiled egg, cheese sandwich, an apple, and a pork pie. We thought this was really living, but then
realised that it was to last us two days. We decided to keep the spare for an emergency.
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Photographs
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We had a contact in Arrochar and we were going to stay the night with him at his place (this was a take-it-easy
exped). So, when the hotel bar closed, we made our way to his house. It was absolutely throwing it down and
we were all soaked to the skin, although we couldn’t feel it. Our friend had, supposedly, left the key with a
neighbour. After knocking up eight sets of neighbours we still didn’t find the key. Everyone was very helpful,
suggesting other places where the key may be, so it wasn’t very long before a quiet cul-de-sac had turned into
chaos, everybody stood round talking, doors opening and closing, lights going on and off, still pouring down
and no key. In the end Chats “suddenly” remembered a phone number and within ten minutes our friend was
there with the key.
After the normal throwing of abuse, we were all very thankful to be inside out of the weather. We took off our
wet gear and got the bottle out. When that was empty we decided that we now needed some sleep. For us four
intrepid explorers, there were two mattresses and a double bed. The fact that the COEL turned in with a FOREL
in Arrochar doesn’t mean a thing; there was at least nine inches between us all night.
So along came day two. It didn’t start very quickly. Call the hands went early at 0915. Mind you, once we were
all up things began to move quickly. We sent an advance party into the village for eggs, bacon, bangers, beans
etc. We were going to have the biggest and best breakfast ever. We finally found something for Scarlet to do
and he has since slapped in to change branches to cook. But it really was one of the all time great breakfasts.
With our bellies full, we set off for the return trip. After about five minutes we stopped again at the Arrochar
Hotel, which had just opened for some refreshments. On leaving there we went along two miles to the Tarbet
Hotel and called in. Day two was going well. We were now on the shores of Loch Lomond again. The weather
was good and the visibility clear, so we had some marvellous views.
Trudge, trudge, trudge, my feet were killing me, even though the beauty of Loch Lomond was on our left. By
teatime we had reached Inverbeg and went into the hotel for something to eat. No chance. They had just
finished serving tea and we were fresh out. They wouldn’t sell us anything. So that place went in our black
book. Their only claim to fame was that Jimmy Saville, OBE, stayed there the night (just once). His cryptic
comment was framed in the foyer.
The difference in two days weather was amazing. We really saw the beauty of Loch Lomond and the mountains
all around. This is what it is all about; this is what we came for, we all thought, as we moaned about our feet.
We were beginning to feel the pangs of hunger too.
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Then we came upon Luss, and at the bus station there was a small snack bar. When we had had our fill we
realised that a bus was due, so we decided to chat. We climbed aboard and slumped into a few seats for a well
earned rest. Mind you, it was only for five miles before we had to cut across country to Helensburgh. Now we
really began to feel it. But our spirits were still high, probably at the thought of Helensburgh and a pint. As we
neared Helensburgh it started to get dark and as we staggered along a road a taxi nearly ran us down. We lifted
our weary heads to hurl abuse and we realised who was in the taxi. It was our golfing fraternity all leering
through the windows, one window was very hair. What a coincidence, there was our proof, somebody aboard
had seen us on the road.
With that thought we went into the first boozer we saw and ordered four pints of ale. So we drank a little, talked
a little, drank a little bit more, talked a little bit more, then we drank a little bit more, talked a little bit more,
trank a bittle lore, dalked a little hore, trunked a tittle, lurched a little. When it seemed we were drowning from
the inside we decided to get back onboard. But we’d had enough of walking so we cheated again and got a fast
black.
Within fifteen minutes we were back onboard our beloved Caprice after a completely successful exped.

Nick’s birthday run – Guernsey
By Ck V. P. Nicholas
Us seven chefs got drunk one night
Took Joss ashore and got him tight.
Next morning he gave us a fright
As he put in the rattle.
Oh Oh Joss of wonder, Joss of night
Take us ashore and show us the sights.
Dying, bleeding, still proceeding
Show us the city lights.
On the piano he’s no good
His voice they lost on the HOOD.
Instead of it going Do-Ray-Me
Now scale goes – whiskey, whiskey.
Give me a sarny, give me a pie,
That was the Jossman’s favourite cry.
But give him his dues, not a bad old --As long as you remember he is God.
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To Pee or not to Pea
As the POME’s one morning vacated their beds,
A couple decided to visit the heads.
On arrival they couldn’t believe the scene,
A vegetable locker was now their latrine.
They opened the door and leapt to one side
As a mountain of carrots began to slide.
“That was close” one was heard to say
As a fresh wave of onions swept him away.
They scaled the heaps of carrots and greens
And at last gained entrance to their latrine.
They peered over the carrots to find with dismay
That a great wall of cabbages still blocked the way.
They dug and fought and wallowed about
And at last tunnelled through the beans and the sprouts.
They got through the sprouts with relative ease
But they hadn’t reckoned on two tons of peas.
At length the first POM said to his mate
“We ought to go aft before its too late.”
So off they went with what speed they could make,
A mixture of fresh veg strewn in their wake.
They arrived back aft, relief on the way,
There they met Caterer grinning away.
They put their case, so to speak
But Caterer hissed, “See me next week.”
Cates explained to the intrepid pair
“There’s no other stowage anywhere.
There’s nowhere else. I’ve done my best.”
“There’s a place,” said POM “I could suggest.”
But all was well when the arguing finished,
And the piles of veg soon diminished.
Now there’s no veg to go with the beef,
But POM doesn’t care, to him its relief.
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“Sorry to bother you POM, but could pass a bag of spuds please”
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Chef at Servery:
Rating:
Chef:

We have no more prawns for omelettes
I’ll just have an omelette then.
You can’t. We’ve nothing to put in it.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

“How did you get those scars at the top of your nose?”
“From glasses”
“Why don’t you use contact lenses?”
“They don’t hold enough beer”
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Soapy Mk 1
I’d like to introduce you
To a certain PO Seaman,
Although we think his title
Should be changed to ‘PO Demon’.
It isn’t that he’s brilliant,
But his qualities are rare,
And anything can happen
If Soapy Watson’s there.
He was over the ship’s side painting
With two of his Part of Ship
When one said to the other
“Let’s give old Soaps the slip.”
They waited ‘til stand easy
And then they made a dash,
They hopped inboard and slipped the cat.
‘Twas over in a flash.
As Soapy shook his fists at them,
Their mirth they couldn’t hide,
And Soapy slowly sailed away
Upon the flooding tide.
The lads didn’t stand there watching
They raced away with glee,
And told their fellow messmates
Whilst sipping up their tea.
At half past two they went on deck,
Wond’ring what Soaps would say.
They looked for him but looked in vain –
He was half a mile away.
Whilst lads had been on messdeck,
Feeling rather merry,
Our hero, Soapy Watson,
Had reached the Torpoint Ferry.
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He wondered if they’d seen him,
As downstream he did go,
And wished they’d send a launch out
To offer him a tow.
He sat there counting paint pots
And singing, ‘till at last
A boat came to his rescue
And soon had him made fast.
Back onboard he sought the Buffer
(Muttering about “Green rubs”)
But Buffer told him “From now on
Exped chits by oh nine dubs!”
This didn’t bother Soapy,
He’d thought the trip quite fun,
But the next two little stories
Concern his four five gun.
The shoot had finished for the day
But ‘B’ had loaded one,
So Soapy grabbed his headset
And asked “Permission to clear gun?”
The answer came back “Negative”
The cease fire bell had rang
But hardly had it died away
When ‘B’ gun went off Bang!
The shell just missed the Eddystone
And hurtled out to sea
But Soapy didn’t see the splash,
He was called to the GDP.
We don’t know what was said to him,
We thought he’d get the boot,
But Soapy must have flannelled them,
‘Cos he was back on ‘B’ next shoot.
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The target was a Rushton,
We’d often shot at these,
But though the System worked quite well
We had no TTBs.
The target came a second time,
Much slower than the first,
But still the records showed we had
No Target Triggered Burst.
The shoot was stopped when all had fired,
No TTBs to show.
The Gunnery Officer then inquired
“Why no bursts? I want to know.”
The records were examined
(They have their little uses)
When Soapy’s voice was heard to say
“Oh….. I forgot to set the fuses.”
I won’t go into details,
But let it just be said –
The orders for our next shot say
“PO Watson stays in bed.”

B.O.K.
-------------------------------------------------------------Overheard on Signal Intercom:
“Is that CEM Skinner checking communications?”
“No. This is LRO Stannard scrubbing a bulkhead”.

Heard about the new pill the size of a golf ball? Put it in your shoe and it makes you limp.
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Life on Caprice
By J. Battles
Quarter to seven, they call the hands
Wake us from our promised lands
Breakfast time, more scrambled egg
Wish I’d spent more time in bed
Got a RAS at half past nine
Twice the loads in half the time.
First two hours we start to clean
Quarterdeck seamen, paint that screen
First stand easy of the day
Drink your coffee, go away.
Dinner time is drawing nigh
I think I’ll have more meat pie.
Hands turn to has just gone
It must be nearly half past one
The afternoon a lot more work
Scrubbing off the stokers’ dirt.
Want more coffee, join the queue.
Back to work for one more hour
Bosun’s mate got p----- with power.
Secure has gone, wow, yippee
Now for a lovely cup of tea
The time is nearly half past eight
The other watch relieved us late.
The telly warming up from cold
But the films are still too old
Time once more to go to bed
Got to rest my weary head
Call the hands is on the way
Wonder what we got today.
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A Young Sailor to Mum on Joining His First Ship
Dear Mum,
I joined the ship a week ago and was contemplating quite a seascape from the sun deck when a person
came up to me and murmured “Wot job you got?” I discovered he is called the ‘Buffer’ presumably he was a
worker on the railways once. He is quite an astounding fellow who appears to collect old pain tins and bits of
rope and string.
When we are at sea he is a hive of activity and I keep thinking they are going to hang someone from the
yardarm with sailors rushing everywhere with ropes etc., but it is the seaboat going down or a jackstay transfer.
A jackstay transfer, I’m told, is when we have to change our belts for braces. He (the Buffer) has told me I’m a
WC candidate so the future looks good.
The fellows in the mess are quite friendly but talk strangely about catching the boat up when we are in harbour,
and about parties when no one seems to be giving hospitality, and then there is screech, some sort of naval
cocktail.
Well, I must finish now as I’m told that I’m cook of the mess – I do hope it’s nothing complicated for lunch.
Love,
Cyril
-------------------------------------------------------------Rumour recently had it that the Buffer began shaving at the age of eight. The Buffer, however, hotly denied this
and reckons that he must have been at least ten.
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The Caprice
By POOEL J. E. Harris
A figure to be envied
So sleek, so trim, so smart,
And yet a coldness in feature
As though she had no heart.
To some she strikes a chillness
As she passes on her way
Silently, swiftly so ruthless
Like a savage bird of prey.
Her choice of men is varied
Some single, others even wed,
But they will not forget her
Until they are finally dead.
Like the worshipped slaves of old
They tend her every need:
Women regard her jealously
And hate her for her greed.
An aloof powerful strange beauty
Proud in every line,
No man could ever claim her
No one could say “she’s mine”.
Her name, they call her Caprice,
A ship of stately arrogant grace
And in the heart of her sailors
She takes the pride of place.
No woman can ever hope to fight
A foe as strong as she
And so they patiently wait and pray
For her men wherever they may be.

-------------------------------------------------------------Overheard during the AMP:
Dockyard matey:

Hey Jack, could you tell me where the urinal is?

Jack:

Dunno, how many funnels has it got?
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The Capriceans – An Everyday Story of Seagoing Folk
By Jim Battles
Caprice up Iceland, on patrol
Better off outside on the dole.
One AB leapt off the ship
Didn’t fancy the long cold trip.
Goffers flying everywhere
But the Jimmy does not care.
Hands turn to, from nine till eleven
Ain’t this ship a perfect heaven.
Lieutenant Rowe, well mercy me
Fell asleep on the GDP.
First Lieutenant, feeling ill
Someone give him a sea-sick pill.
Scrub the windows outside the bridge
Red watch muster in the outboard fridge.
Squid trolley came adrift
Anybody want a lift?
Condensers are broken, we are told
So BERWICK gets an extra day in the cold.
Condensers fixed, we’re on the way.
Delay the last, another delay.
The capstan steam pipe’s blown its top
Now cheers are echoing around the grot.
Turned around and back we go
To look for life rafts in the snow.
Hit the biggest goffer seen
Ship changed branches to submarine.
A chap on the trawler bank asked this wee piece
“Have you seen our new escort, the good ship Caprice?”
“Aye” said a voice, with a broad Scottish ring
“All covered wi’ grease and wee bits o’ string.”
Tried to RAS astern today
But the pipes went the other way.
Third time lucky, the saying goes
And that’s when we finally got the hose.
RO with lens came over the cat
Reached the for’d end like a drowned rat.
Twenty knots, a load of rhub’s,
Still, everybody makes their boobs.
Life rafts. Two we’re looking for.
If they don’t slow down there’ll be some more.
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In the seamen’s mess you could not stand
Let alone dream of the promised land.
Keep on smiling, they’d shout with glee
When all they did was spill my tea.
Ship was bouncing at a hell of a pace
Red hot tea all over the place.
Batty’s cup, on a slip mat, and that is what mattered
Is now on the floor all broken and shattered.
PO’s hooley in the EM’s mess
Someone white ratted, cheers, all the best.
While on the wheel, and rolling about
Young Paddy Moffet knocked himself out.
When to the toilet, pulled the chain:
Down it went, then back it came.
One hand each mess, to the heads:
The pan’s topped up with chopped mixed veg.
First Lieutenant’s getting through
Long thin chips, big oggies too.
Short of water clear and fresh,
But we still used it in the mess.
We could not use it to keep clean.
We had to stink, while messes gleamed.
Ranger Brisis gem-en-i
Was floating, ready, in the sea
But they said “That will not do”
We had to launch our Gemini too.
But after freezing through our skin
They could not get the boat’s crew in.
Told the Ranger of this hash,
Laugh, “No trouble – be there in a flash”
Search called off for life raft one,
Longest search they’d ever done.
Did a RAS, with Rover Blue,
Letters from our loved ones true.
The Captain’s boat had sprung a leak
The pad was resting on the fw’d seat.
In the side a great big hole
Was only fit to use as coal.
Today we’re RASing, fuel, again
Stacks of ice and frozen rain.
Subby Buckley’s jackstay trip
He tried to walk from ship to ship.
Fresh bread and milk we got onboard
Hot toast, fresh tea were then ensured.
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The seamen’s mess had a grouse
Dripped at every night, in their house:
So just before rounds did arrive,
They cleared the mess, and sang, outside.
The RO’s mess, as well, did this
But they all mustered in the SIS.
The weather is the worst to date,
Mountainous waves smash us, with hate,
But, thank God, we still survive.
Not much sleep, but still alive.
Crossed the Circle, Bluenose Certs.
Comfort last and glory first.
Stacks of roughers, several splits.
Chiefs’ mess swimming, in their pits.
Cracks appearing everywhere.
Stand in the mess to wash your hair.
The situations somewhat grave:
Share your hammock with a wave.
The Captain’s boat has had its lot
Keel and engine is all we’ve got.
Another boat has gone amiss
Now we must go and search for this.
Now the weather’s quietened down
Some may laugh, while others frown.
Was it really worth the pains
To put our bodies to those strains?
Who makes the plots, who sets the plans?
Who is it takes our lives in their hands?
Now there’s not much else to do
‘Cept scrubbing killfrost, all day through.
The Wardroom got whole oranges too
But for the lads, a half would do.
Supposed to have a film tonight:
Wardroom swiped it, another gripe.
We’ve passed through Scotland, missed Belfast.
The next few verses will be the last.
So, now we’re nearly back at Guzz,
Think of Iceland, where we wuzz.
I’ve tried to make you laugh and smile
I hope that it was all worthwhile.
The laughs and moans have all been said,
Now’s the time I must go to bed.
So read this epic, smile and grin:
Where the chiefs dipped out, and the Indians in.
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What is a Matelot? No. 1
A matelot is a combination of Davey Crocket, Elvis Presley, Frankenstein, Dracula’s daughter and Pluto.
He is never beaten at football, cricket, hockey, rugby or water polo, but he gets seen off quite often.
He never does anything wrong intentionally and when the Officer of the Watch says “No excuse.
Commander’s.” It’s a green rub.
Nobody has seen more, heard more, got more, had more, or is going to buy more than he.
He has been to the Far East, Middle East, Near East, Yankee Land and Guzz and has served on every class of
ship ever built.
He has no rank, but can usually be found in the fore and aft rig.
No one can look so effeminate when trying to be masculine, or so masculine when trying to be effeminate.
He has a name but is usually called “Wings”, “Opps”, “Bash”, “Mate”, “Lulu” or “Darling”.
He likes Skiffle, Rock ‘n’ Roll, Calypso and Jazz, but thinks “Chopin” is what the Buffer does when he sticks
out an arm and says “From here to the left, left turn, quick march”.
If you have a cat, which is black in colour, and huge in size, he has the Biggest, Blackest B-----d you have ever
seen.
He is useful for lifting heavy weights, cleaning brightwork, scrubbing decks and making Turks Heads, but give
him a rifle and five rounds and he is more dangerous than the Atom Bomb.
He will tell you that he is overworked, underpaid, Duty Watch (wants a sub) and could do with a rubber.
His locker is always locked, the key mislaid and he has always just run out of fags.
At stand easy he never queues, but gets one of his wingers to get the buns.
And just when you think you’ve never met a more controversial character in your life. He comes out with the
time-honoured phrase:
“If I was in Civvy Street I could Earn Fifty Quid a Week”

A D Warminger
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Overheard in the Chiefs’ mess:
Two members having an interesting discussion over an atlas:
“Yer, I must get myself one of they books of maps sometime to find out where all them bleedin’ places is we
goes to.”
---------------------------------------------------------------- ----------POSA (pointing to a bunk board): This is called a Bar – Rating Retaining Inboard.
Next day, boldly scribbled in chinagraph across the mess mirror:
“Mirror – Rating, Face Reflecting”
---------------------------------------------------------------- -----------

What is a Matelot? No. 2
A matelot is somebody who swears he will have made his first million within a year of leaving the service. He
is happy only when he is dripping and if there is nothing specific to drip about, he will soon find something.
Ashore he has prodigious amounts of cigarettes about his person but never any money. A matelot loves work –
he will sit and talk about it for hours. When duty calls he is last to fall in and has never volunteered for anything
since the old king died.
A matelot is someone who will stand with the Argyle supporters and Home Park and shout for the opposing
side, to see what happens. He will go into a pub, start a raging political argument, and then stand back and
watch the fight. He drinks scrumpy when he’s paying and rum when you are, and on pain of your life, never,
ever see off his ‘wet’, even by mistake.
A matelot loves leaves, weekends and runs ashore. He hates seatime, turning to, pusser’s food, dockyard
coppers, civvies and Brickwood’s beer. He is the most profane man on earth but will turn out for divine service
without a murmur. He is the original hard nut with the soft centre who will do anything for kids, dogs or
females in distress or otherwise.
As a husband he will do the cooking, washing, ironing, bath the kids, make the beds, wash up and then go out
and get drunk. A creature of opposites with simple tastes, like a dog he arrives wagging his tail requiring his
head patting. He knows everyone has a soft spot for Jack and likes it best when it manifests itself in the form of
liquid refreshment.
He is England’s pride and joy, her little ambassadors in grey. Sometimes her little embarrassments, but as long
as there’s an England, there’ll be a Navy, and as long as there’s a Navy there’ll always be Jack and may his
image never die.
S Hagger
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Signal sent on being relieved on Icelandic Patrol March 1973
To HMS Gurkha at the Relief of the Rosegarden
How nice to see you, Gurkha,
It’s your turn for Patrol,
So take the reins, my lover,
‘Cos you have got control.
From the islands of the Faeroes
Up to Icelandic shores,
We’ll leave you with the lot, my plum
Consider it as yours.
When you are ploughing through Force ten,
And the waves on you are piling,
Don’t let it worry you, m’ lads,
Remember, just keep smiling.
A lot can happen on Patrol
So we’re giving you a folder
Of all the things you’ll need to know
Before you get much older.
You’ll do your share of RAS’s
For fuel and lemon curd,
But if things start getting difficult
FLEXIBILITY’s the word.
We haven’t overworked the lads,
Except maybe, the Tanky,
But I must admit we’ve spent some time
Shut down t’ condition Yankee.
The seas up here can get quite rough
As I’m sure you’re well aware,
But listen to the weather f’ Guzz
And remember we’ll be there.
We may be losing rivets,
We may move like a snail,
But if you’ve got a messenger
We’ll gladly land your mail.
We’re going back to the West Country
To return our woolly pants,
But think of us in a fortnight’s time
When we’ll be in Portsmouth, Hants.
B.O.K.
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HMS Caprice – Officers and Ship’s Company
Captain:

Lieutenant Commander J C E Lloyd, RN

First Lieutenant:

Lieutenant A H M Gadsby, RN
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Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt

Bevan A C W
Canham J W
Glover G
Murray
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Lt
Lt
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Row E A
Usher N T
Buckley H
Luker

Chief Petty Officers
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MAA
CPO
CMEM
COEL
CMEA(P)
CCEA
COES
CPO CA
CEA.1
OEA.1
MECH.1
OEMn.1
CEA.1
MEA(P).1
OEMn.1
MEA(H).1
MEA(P).1
MEA(P).1
MECH.1
REMn.1
MEA(P).1
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POREL
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PO
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Rattray R
Couch J
Ball A
Fitzgerald P
Plumridge P
Jeffreys R
Hardy J
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Bonney M
Chick A
Copestick P
Jackman A
Kennard D
Myers A
O’Hara J
Puttock D
Rashleigh E
Russell R
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Shiner A
Wilde A
Wilson
Woodhouse

Canteen Manager
Mr F O’Brien
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Hawcroft B
Headen W
Aitken G
Bennet N
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Clark I
Davies K
Dow J
Duncan A
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Hagger S J
Harris J E
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Seamen
AB
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Anderson D
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Cantwell M
Carroll D
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Daniels R
Fisher RG
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Griffiths W
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Jones R
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Price D
Platts S
Rawle R
Redhead T
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Smith P
Tillman M
Turbitt J
Vaughan G
Walt J
Walton C
Williamson J
Wintle R

LMEM
MEM1
LMEM
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LMEM
MEM1
JMEM
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MEM1
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Weapons and Electrical

Supply and Secretariat
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